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where £ = (£i, £2, * * * , £n) is any ^-dimensional vector. The linear partial differential operator

A = Z) aJ^D1
with complex coefficients aM is elliptic at a point # if

for all real £T^Q. It is strongly elliptic there if there is a complex
constant y such that ReYP(x, £ ) ^ 0 for £?^0. Let G be a bounded
domain in e s p a c e and let ƒ and Uo be smooth complex functions defined in G. The Dirichlet problem (-4,/, Wo) is to find a complex function u such that Au=f in G and all derivatives of u — Uo of order
<m/2 vanish on the boundary G of G. Gârding [2] and others have
shown that if G and the coefficients aM are sufficiently smooth, a
unique solution exists provided A is strongly elliptic and aoo---o is
large enough.
In this paper we extend the existence theory to include any elliptic
operator for n > 2 and to operators satisfying a root condition [5 ] if
n = 2. Such operators will be called properly elliptic. For m = 2 all
properly elliptic operators are strongly elliptic, but this is not the
case for higher orders. For example, the operator corresponding to

p(*> & = à + £ - £ + K(X + ùû
is not strongly elliptic.
T H E O R E M . Let A be properly elliptic and denote its formal adjoint by
A*. Assume that the Dirichlet problem ( 4 * , 0, 0) has only the solution
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u^O. Then for any ƒ and Uo sufficiently smooth the Dirichlet problem
(A, f, Uo) has a solution.
SKETCH OF PROOF. Without loss of generality, we may assume
Uo^O and for convenience we assume/£C°°(G). Set

(f, w)ê =

X)
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\\v\\2s = (v, v)8
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and let F be the set of all v GC'CC(S) having all derivatives of order
<m/2 vanishing on G. Complete V with respect to the norm || || m
and call the resulting Hilbert space II. From the assumptions on A
and A * it follows [5 ] that
c~l\\v\\m £ ||4*v||o g c|H| w

for all v G # .

Hence, by the Lax-Milgram lemma [3] there is a gÇzH such that
(4*g, ,4*!>)o = (ƒ, »)o

for all v G H.

Applying the regularity theory of Nirenberg [4] and Browder [ l ] ,
we see t h a t g&Cw(G). Hence AA*g=f
in G. Set w=4*gGC°°(G).
Then Au = ƒ in G and
(w, ^4*i))o = (Au, v)o

for all v Çz H.

This last equality implies uÇzH. The proof is thus complete.
The foregoing method can also be applied to systems of equations
and to general boundary problems which cover A in the sense of [6].
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